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First lease of 500 acres was secured at Newcastle in 1827.
1831 A.A. Co. sank their first mine shaft (A Pit) into The Hill at intersection of
Brown and Church Streets. Mined the Yard Seam.
December 10 1831 the mine was connected to the coal staithes at the harbour by
gravity dependant rail line and timber bridge (at Crown and Hunter Street
intersection) = Australia’s first railway.

Steam engines were set up at the shaft to wind the coal up from the workings
below which was then loaded into waiting wagons. When the wagons were full
they were sent down to the wharf via an inclined plane and level railway that ran
atop a timber trestle to the wharf.
1841 timber bridge reconstructed.

Coal Works at Newcastle NSW Isabella Louisa Parry 1830-1834
Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge
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A Pit on The Hill. Gravity dependant rail line. Timber trestle to the harbour over ‘road
leading to Maitland’. An Aboriginal camp is depicted in the foreground, hinting at an
ongoing occupation by Aboriginal people of the Newcastle area. Steamer Sophia Jane.

A.A. Co Bridge
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1841 timber bridge ‘so low in height that it caused inconvenience to traffic using
Hunter Street; a person mounted on a tall horse would have had to duck to pass
underneath’.
1854 the A.A. Co had 24 horses employed pulling their wagons.

1856 introduction of steam locomotives increased towing capacity but also meant
that the old 1841 bridge would need to be replaced as it could not support the
weight of the trains. Although the low clearance of the bridge had been an
inconvenience for city traffic and the Northern Railway since it was built in 1841, it
was the new locomotive weight that finally convinced the A.A. Co to replace it.
1862 Iron bridge with brick piers replaced timber bridge.

Opening the new A.A. Co iron bridge in 1863 (NRL)
Shows both 1841 timber bridge and new iron bridge
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A.A. Company's railway bridge across Hunter Street,
Newcastle, 1920 (Hunter Photobank)
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Timber Bridge – archaeological remnians
Umwelt 2018
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Timber Bridge – reconstruction
Umwelt 2020
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Timber Bridge – archaeological remains
Umwelt 2017
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Coal Staithes
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In 1865 the A.A. Co were operating five staithes connected to their bridge at
Crown Street.
To the east of the A.A. Co staithes the Newcastle Coal and Copper Company
operated four staithes.
The Newcastle Coal and Copper Company staithes No.1 to No.4 were constructed
on the main harbour front between the Market Street boat harbour to the east
and the A.A. Co staithes to the west. In 1865 the Waratah Coal Company
constructed four staithes upstream at Port Waratah and there were three more
staithes operating at Hexham.

Detail of 1875 dated lithographic view of Newcastle
State Library NSW
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Railway tracks on Government Staithes Newcastle, October 1870
Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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Newcastle Light Rail Sandstone Blocks
Umwelt 2018
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Large sandstone blocks were found in Hunter / Scott Street at regular intervals between
Market Place to just past Perkins Street during excavations of east west running trenches
for new light rail services

The blocks were part of north south running strip foundations for the coal staithes sections were found in the same alignment in different parallel trenches
The blocks were either between 1.05 m to 1.08 m or a 1.5 m wide = 3.5 and 5 feet.

Regularly spaced - 25 feet / 7.62 metres .

Coal Staithes Sandstone Footings
Umwelt 2018
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Coal Staithes Strip Footings
(National Library of Australia / Umwelt 2020)
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A.A. Co. B Pit Colliery Village
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As coal demand rose in the colony, production at Newcastle was increased with the sinking
of the “B” Pit primarily to allow better ventilation and drainage of the colliery.
B Pit was located to the southwest of the current junction of Brooks Street and Swan
Street. Associated with the pit a ‘Colliery Village’ comprising miners houses was established
close by. B Pit was centred on the shaft in current Brooks Street with an engine / winding
house, boiler house, headframe, coal loading bins, and railway tracks over a wider area
around the shaft.

A new shaft, the C Pit, was sunk in 1841 at the rise of the Yard Seam near the hilltop above
A Pit. Lowering the C Pit was initiated early to make use of the last of the government’s
offer of cheap convict labour.

Free Miners
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1839 Phillip Parker King (commissioner of the A.A. Co for ten years from 1839 during which
time the Company transitioned from mainly convict to mainly free labourers) asked for
‘free’ miners to be sent out to Newcastle’s mines. As a result, the A.A. Co, contracted four
groups of free miners from England who were sent out in the Richard Webb (1840), Hero of
Malown (1841), Emerald Isle (1841) and the Aden (1842).
A.A. Co constructed miners cottages near to the new B Pit in 1838. The construction of the
cottages appears to have been in preparation for the approaching end of the transportation
of convicts and the need to house ‘free’ miners (Murray 2014).

Pitt Row
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…The family took up their residence in Pit Row near Darby Street. In the course of a
reminiscent chat over her experiences of those far-away times, Mrs Tudor related
that her parents were given a nice brick house to live in. ‘It was a lovely brick
house’…there were two rooms, one above the other. To go upstairs there was a
ladder, and you came down by the ladder…it was a lovely hose, that in Pit Row
(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 1921).
Adjacent to Brook Street and abutting the line of the Australian Agricultural
Company to the Sea Pit there is left a specimen of English village architecture, ones
familiarly known as Pit Row (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 20
September 1901).
Newspaper articles from the period paint a contrasting picture of Pit Row to that
described by Mrs Ellen Tudor in 1921.
There are reports of incidents of armed robbery, violence, deaths ‘under very
suspicious circumstances’ and ‘Bacchanalian orgies’:

Pit Row
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When one reads a sensational description of Bacchanalian orgies in Pit Row or New
Lambton, in the local Press, it is put down to want of education and religious instruction
(Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 26 June 1878).

The deceased was named Alice White, alias Alice McGinuess, and was a woman of little
character, living in an old engine-house at Pit Row. She had been drinking heavily at
intervals for some time previous to her decease (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners'
Advocate16 February 1880).
The work of demolishing the dilapidated tumble-down row of rookeries for a generation
past known as " Pit Row," off Darby-street, has at length been accomplished. This row of
dens had for years been recognised as the lowest locality in Newcastle and are now
agreeably conspicuous by their absence (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate
20 December 1882).

Pit Row
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Alderman Laing drew attention…to the fact that in a ruined house in the Pit Row a number
of youths and boys assemble in on Sunday to gamble. He had occasion to pass that way last
Sunday and saw a number of lads congregated there for that purpose, and he thought that
the attention of Mr. Gregson, of the A.A Co., and also of the police, should be called to this
state of things (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 26 October 1886).
The occupants of the cottages near the Borehole Colliery, known as the "Pit Row," have
been given notices to quit (Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate 28 November
1901).
It is likely that what remained of Pit Row was demolished soon after in late 1901 or early
1902.

Australia, East Coast, Newcastle Harbour / surveyed by Captain J.L. Stokes,
R.N. 1851; engraved by J. & C. Walker. 1851 (National Library of Australia)
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Detail of 1853 G.F. Angas sketch of Newcastle NSW
National Library of Australia / Hunter Living Histories
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Detail of Newcastle, the A.A. Co subdivisions, 1850-1857
National Library of Australia
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Newcastle, birds eye view, 1874 / drawn by A.C. Cooke,
engraved by S. Calvert (State Library of NSW)
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Undated photograph of Cooks Hill Newcastle NSW
Hunter Living Histories, University of Newcastle
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1838 A.A. Co constructed Miner’s House
Umwelt 2018
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Miner’s House – archaeological plan
Umwelt 2018
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Borehole Seam
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Name

Typical Elevation

Dudley Seam

RL -5 to -15 AHD

Yard Seam

RL -15 to -25 AHD

Borehole Seam

RL -70 to -80 AHD

Information from Douglas Partners 2017

1848 borehole seam was discovered - with a quality of coal far superior to anything else
being mined in Newcastle (Turner 1982, Hickey 2004). Extensive mining of the borehole
seam in particular, at depths of approximately -80m AHD, was undertaken beneath the city
centre

Detail of Borehole Seam Workings Plan
(Douglas Partners)
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1854 Plan of the City of Newcastle
Newcastle Regional Library – Local Studies Section
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Borehole Seam Subsidence – archaeological evidence
Umwelt 2019
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1850s structure archaeological plan
Umwelt 2019
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Gulliver Bricks
(Gemmell 1986)
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John Gulliver commenced manufacturing bricks in Darby Street in 1868 and continued to
manufacture these bricks until 1895, when the depression forced him to close his doors.
The bricks were manufactured within a 27 year period and can be found throughout the
greater Newcastle area.
Mine subsidence repair could not have taken place before 1868.

Detail of 1844 Plan of The Town of Newcastle and its Harbour
National Library of Australia.
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Lot 136 – ‘Out of Town’ Rouse Hotel
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Lot 136 granted to John McClymont in 1841 before being purchased by William
Rouse; registered as being an ‘Inn Keeper’
Isolated structure is the Rouse Hotel and may have been constructed as early as
1840
Early descriptions of it which include:
The Rouse Hotel in Hunter-street was considered to be out of town. This hotel was
kept by the father of the late Mr. Harry Rouse and a large poplar tree grew on the
footpath in front of the hotel (The Newcastle Sun, 1938).
The Rouse Hotel was demolished to make way for the Scott’s Ltd Store in the early
twentieth century

Rouse Hotel archaeological remains
Umwelt 2019
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Rouse Hotel archaeological plan
Umwelt 2019
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Shane Frost (ADTOAC) Family Research
Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser article
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Remains of the Rouse Hotel presented an unexpected connection with the Awabakal
Descendants Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation (ADTOAC)
Record of a court session at which:
‘Charlotte Preston was indicted for stealing from the person of Isaac Dawes a £1 note and a
piece of paper, at Newcastle, on the 11th October, 1851’.
Mr. Rouse was a witness at the hearing and came to the defence of Charlotte Preston –
who was cleared and released.
Rare insight into Aboriginal people living in Newcastle during the growth of the settlement.
It shows that, in some instances, not only were Aboriginal people part of the working and
growing community but they did this while retaining a clear identity related to their
Aboriginality and connection to country, as shown by the fact that Mr Rouse was able to
reference Ms Preston’s background.

Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser
7 January 1852 - record of court session
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Charlotte Preston was indicted for stealing from the person of Isaac Dawes a £1 note and a
piece of paper, at Newcastle, on the 11th October, 1851
The witnesses called were Isaac Dawes and William Rouse.
Dawes, who works at the Burwood Smelting Works, near Newcastle, was going home on
Saturday evening, the 7th October, when he called in at the house of James Hyde, with
whom prisoner lived; witness paid prisoner 2s. 6d. and 1s., which he owed Hyde, and took
out a £1 note at the same time; he returned this note to his trousers pocket, after observing
that the number was 38539; he slept there that night, being drunk, putting his trousers
under his pillow; next morning he missed the note from his pocket, and knowing the
prisoner had gone into Newcastle, he went there, and on calling at Mr Rouse's inn, and
telling him of the loss and the number of the note, Mr Rouse produced it. Cross-examined:
Witness did not give prisoner the note, when he gave her the other money. - Mr Rouse said
that prisoner came to his house that Sunday morning, and changed a note with him, when
Dawes came some few minutes after, he made a complaint, and described the property he
said he had lost, giving a number, but not the correct one, one figure being wrong; the note
produced was the one prisoner changed; Dawes was deficient in giving the 5 among the
numbers on the note; Dawes claimed the note on witness's showing it to him. - The note
was put in and read, the number being 38539.

Maitland Mercury and Hunter River General Advertiser
7 January 1852 - - record of court session
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The prisoner said nothing in defence. Mr Rouse informed the Chairman that the
prisoner was an aboriginal; that she was born and had been brought up at
Newcastle, among the whites ; she had always borne a good character for honesty,
and had for seven or eight years lived with Hyde, and they had several times
applied to be married, but had not yet succeeded; Dawes, to his knowledge, was
frequently at Hyde's house, and that evening they were all drunk together.
The Chairman sent the case to the jury as one of simple larceny, the charge of
stealing from the person not being sustained.
The jury returned a verdict of not guilty. The prisoner was discharged

Reclamation
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John Armstrong’s 1830s Plan of the Town of Newcastle in New South Wales,
showing its present State with part of the adjoining County and The Coal Works of
The Australian Agricultural Company, from a Careful Survey in 1830, by Jn.
Armstrong
Armstrong was a surveyor who produced a highly detailed map of Newcastle
stretching across the new government town to the Australian Agricultural
Company grant.

The map provides detail of all extant buildings and streets in the town at the time,
including the ‘original sandy shoreline’ and ‘high water mark’ just north of current
Bond Street and Stevenson Street.

Armstrong’s 1830 map - National Library of New Zealand
Reclamation Overlay
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1854 map - Newcastle Regional Library Local Studies Section
Reclamation Overlay
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Detail of 1882 Plan of the Port of Newcastle – National
Library of Australia. Reclamation Overlay
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Intersection of Scott and Watt Streets
1834 Crown Plan Detail
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Newcastle Light Rail Timber Causeway
– intersection of Scott and Watt Street (Umwelt 2018)
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Newcastle Light Rail Pre 1850s Watt Street – intersection of
Scott and Watt Street (Umwelt 2018)
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Supercars Pre 1850s Watt Street
– intersection of Scott and Watt Street (Umwelt 2017)
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Cloudy’s Metropolitan Hotel 1880-1893
University of Newcastle Cultural Collections

From late 1850s discussion in the newspapers regarding the levels of Newcastle’s streets, the
fall between them and achieving level kerbstones. Major new construction was being
undertaken such as the construction of the first Great Northern Hotel and the Metropolitan
Hotel on either side of Watt and Scott Street intersections in the late 1850s early 1860s.
The street levels may have been raised around this time to accommodate such substantial
construction.
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Newcastle Light Rail Watt Street Convict Drain
– intersection of Scott and Watt Street (Umwelt 2018)
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Watt Street convict drain
Umwelt 2014
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Newcastle Light Rail - Burwood Rail line
Umwelt 2018
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1847

AA Co. lost its monopoly to mine coal allowing others to enter the coal
mining industry.

1850

The Burwood and Newcastle Tramroad Act passed. Railway from Dr.
James Mitchell's land at Burwood, where he commenced mining coal in
1849, to the Newcastle waterfront.
Rail line crosses Hunter Street from Burwood Street

1887

Steam trams commenced – crossed the train line at Burwood Street
intersection

1923

Steam trams replaced by electric trams

1950

Tram network closed - replaced by buses

1954

Burwood Railway closed.

Burwood Railway 1940
Hunter PhotoBank / Umwelt 2017
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Burwood Railway
Umwelt 2017
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